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ABSTRACT

The LS (laboratory system) emission angles
@ for 2188 _ and 298 Li fragments, produced
inclusively in relativistic Fe-C and Fe-Pb
collisions, have been measured in reference
t__ooincident Fe-ion beam tracks n-earby in
nuclear emulsion. An empirical differential
frequency formula,

dN(cot @)= exp (a + b cot @)d(cot @) (i)

is obtained with the constant b _ -0.026 at
1.88 GeV/u, which seems to be independent on
the kinds of target nucleus as well as on the

kinds of projectile fragments. Equation (1)
supports the conventional Kaplon's formula, •
which has been a convenient tool for estimat-
ing the unknown primary energy of cosmic-ray
primaries;

(<92>)½ = _/u _p, (2)

with 3 --0.056, where u _'p is the primary
energy in GeV/nucleon. Also, the significance
of Eq. (1) is discussed.

i. Introduction. When nuclear interactions produced by high-
energy singly-charged hadrons in nuclear emulsion ("stars")
are observed in the LS, very slow fragments of the constituent
nuclei (Ag, Br, C, N, 0, H) of--_clear emulsion can be readily
distinguished from relativistic shower particles. Neverthe-
less, it is usually difficult to identify these nonrelativis-
tic fragments, mainly due to their high ionization and short
track lengths. Now, owing to recent development in accelera-

ting heav_ ions, the "heavy.evaporation fragments" in the
projectil_ rest system (ALS, anti-laboratory system) can be
observed as 'relativistic particles' in the LS. Particularly,
the relativistic _ and Li fragments are identified with ease
in nuclear emulsion just by simple inspection through an opti-
cal microscope, since the former have about four times the
grain density of minimum-ionizing tracks, and the latter about

nine times. This very technique of identifying _ _ragmentshas been _sed by some recent angular measurements.
.
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2. Experimental Setup and Method.
==n_ The specific arrangements of the

_mO _t__ experiment to the Pe-ion beam of=== 1.88 GeV/u at the Lawrence Berkeley
T -E_,_o_2_,o_o.o4(o_)ss'°°k Bevalac are illustrated in Fig. 1

Turgel
The 3 mm-thick target was made of

_oosh.,,j.---7 either carbon or lead. The detector(3 m_ Pb,C)
B

==_ _ of fragments and incident Fe ions is
B_m_ _,_om----_ an emulsion stack (made of lO0 Fuji

_ ET7_ pellicles of sheet size, 2 x
_oo_g....d lO X 0.04 cm3) and is either placedManilor Pelllcle

just behind the target plate ("S-
stacks") or 15 cm away from the back

Fig. 1. Experimental of the target plate ("L-stacks") in
Setup. downstream. The shorter edges of

pellicles were exposed 'horizontally' to the Fe-ion beam with
a track density of about 5 x 103 ions/cm2.

Because of large distortion present up to _ 500 _m from
the entrance edges of pellicles, d and Li fragments were pick-
ed usually at _ 500 _m from the edges, and angular measure-
ments were typicall#performed at _ 1 mm downstream from the
entrance edges. Special attention was given not to miss such

and Li fragments as were produced with large @. In order to
avoid the effect due to the distortion inherent in the proces-
sed emulsion plate, the LS emission angles @ were measured by
use of the reference-track method,3 i. e., always i_nnreference
to nearby Fe-ion beam tracks, which had the angular deviation
o-_ 2.3 _ 0.3 and 3.7 _ 0.3 mrad., respectively, for the pelli-
cles behind the carbon and lead targets at the site of angular
measurements.

3. Experimental Results. As shown in Fig. 2, the differen-
tial frequency dN(@) versus @ Qvacant circles for Fe-C colli-
sions and filled circles for Fe-Pb collisions) resemble close-
ly those of Ref. 2. The two plots in the above for each of
S-stacks and L-stacks shown separately and the combined data
are shown in the lowest in Fig. 2. There seem to be tenden-
cies of more population of _ fragments in the extreme angular
regions of @ _ lOo and of @ _i o for Fe-C collisions than for
Fe-Pb collisions. The results of fitting the an_ular data of
@ _ 3° with the Gaussian regression function (X27DF, lO - 30)
and those of @ 5° with the exponential regression function
(%2/DF, 1 -- 2) are also indicated as the curves and equations
in the figure.

The root-mean-suare angles of fragments (Li fragments)
(_@27)_, for @ _ 5° , as advocated in Ref. l, are 0.037 _ 0.02
and 0.038 + O.O1 (0.032 ± 0.02 and 0.035 _ O.O1), respectively,
for Fe-C an-d Fe-Pb collisions, which correspond to _ - 0.057

" and 0.067 (0.056 and 0.062) in Eq. (2).
But, we find it most reasonable and revealing to plot the

differential frequency dN(cot @) versus, as shown in Fig. 3
(a) for Fe-C collisions and (b) for the Fe-Pb collisions. In
the figures the filled circles represent the angular data from
2188 _ fragments, and the vacant circles those from 298 Li
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frgaments. Since no s_a-

tistically significant io(
differences between the

angular data of S-stacks
and those of L-stacks
were detected, only the i(
combined data are shown
in the figure. For the
least-square fit, we used l
the regression function, m

W

dN(cot @) =
exp (a + b cot @)d(cot @) _

(i)
with reasonable fits to 6 Io
most of the angular data,
as seen from the best fit- W

ted values of a and b and @
_2/DF, separately, for Fe- _ I-EXP{(-OJ2±O,O4)e.(2_C
C and Fe-Pb collisions in < EXP{(-Q2±O,I)@-1-(5,2±O,2))
Table I. In Figs 3, the m" O

straight lines in the fig- _ " _ COMBINED .....
w IOO

ures and the dotted lines _ £e-'_EXP((_O,6±O,I)O2.1.(LGiO, Z)O+(&6±O,I)) .
in the inserts show the _ _-UEXP((_O,7_O,i)e2+(i,e±q2)@+(5,5±O,2):

best-fitted curves. For ___the interval of cot @ = O- io
20, the amplified version
of dN(cot @) versus d(cot@)
with one-tenth the interval liEXPCeOJ4_o.o3)e+(_2._o.2)[FJff-__&

inshownthe asmainthe figuresinserts,aresharp i EXP((_0,2 4± &O4)e.+ (3,9 ± 1,2)) I I- I___1_
fall-offs of dN(cot @) for o, .... i ..... a .... f .... -_1_
cot @ _ 4 can be seen. But 'o. 5 Jo _5 20

-- EMISSION ANGLES e OF _IN DEGREES
those portions of d and Li
fragments, with extremely Fig. 2
small and large @, which
deviates apprecially from the general trends represented by
Eq. (1) constitute only several percents.

Table I. The fitted values of a and b of Eq. (1) from the
angular data of _ fragments (and of Li fragments
inside the brackets).

# of _ fragments =
Target # from S-stacks + a b _2/Dp "

# from L-stacks

1103 = 408 + 695 6.3 + 0.05 0.0248 + 0.0009 21/9
Carbon (138 = 35 + 103) (.4.4 _ O.1) (0.029 ,-0.003 ) _6/5)

1085 = 408 • 677 6.3 + 0.04 0.0265 + 0.0009 27/10
(160 = 62 + 98) (4.4 _ O.1) (0.030 +_--0.003 ) (ll/5
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4. Discussion and Conclusion. ' . ' ' E _' ............. 1
From the Lorentz transforma- ,ooo CA,BO,TARGET_....._.__

thetiOnALSOf,cot@from the LS to _ ._ lo__u_._ _;_

where we used the fact that [ "_, LT_,,_t__ _ <<Op (4) ,,, .100 200 300

from the observation of D.E. cote

Greiner et al.4 as well as our Fig. 3 (a)
experience with the heavy eva-
poration prongs produced in

high-energy jets in nuclear _ .................. _.__. _....
emulsion. Thus, we obtain the ,ooo LEAoTAAGET Ii_'_........

.... ;-i-e°deot<ormu ,,.
dN(1/_ sin O) _ (_/b) x ! _k_ .o_ ....... _ f :1

exp (a+_/_ sin_) x _ ,oo_"+_ I, _-"_ ....d(1/ _ sin _), t5)
' ......i_ '

<i"with a L°rentz-invariant c°ns- 'i°tant, kz-- _p #p b. (6) _.,,._,_.'_.,,. ,. i
In fact, Eq. (i) along with Eq. ' ,oo 2oo _oo
(6) is in accord with the Kap- cote
lon':s formula, Eq. (2), by find- Fig. 3 (b)
ing the median angle through
integration of Eq. tl), as

cot @½ = In 2/Ibl = (ln 2) (_'p_p)/l_ZI. t7)

This method gives the value of _ = 0.06 - 0.07 in Eq. (2).
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